The pointlike coupling of the photon to the quark current yields simple predictions for the leading fast mesons in high pt yN(tN),e'e-, and yy reactions, e.g.,
This may yield the gluon distribution via: s so(dc/dso)K -1 = fg(x) and lead to a sum rule: s sz(do/dso)dso/sK = s n x fg(x) dx, where K= 4TTQ asan es/2p; min). (1)
we can compute the jet cross section for '(1) and (2).
The results are shown in Fig. 2 . We have taken h=0.5GeV., mquark = 0.3 GeV, and set Q2 = 4~: (p, is the transverse momentum of each jet with respect to the collision axis) and nf = 3. In addition we have imposed pt 2 pt min = 1.0 GeV so as to confine ourselves to the region whre both the pointlike coupling of the photon may dominate and also the lowest order QCD calculations should be applicable?
The gluon distribution -function fg(x) in the nucleon was assumed to have the forms (~-x)~/x and (1-x)'/x each subject to the constraint:
where f tN(=+) is the fraction of momentum that is carried by the gluons.
4.
The total cross section (see Fig. 2 One can show that in the leading log approximation for reaction
where K equals 4r;ar ash(s/2pfmin). Thus the invariant mass (so) distribution of the two high pt jets can lead to a direct determination of the distribution of the gluons in the nucleon.
5.
In this simple model so being equal to xs one can actually obtain a sum rule:
It would be interesting to determine fyN experimentally and to compare it with the corresponding number (ftN Eq. (4) From (7) 
where b is the ratio of the probability for a gluon jet to yield a large z kaon Divided ?-jr the probability for a gluon jet to yield a large z pion. Using (7) and (8) we can determine the joint probabilities for photoproducing'two leading mesons both at high pt and both with large z. The expected proportion for these two particle correlations are shown in the Table. 8.
Much of our discussion, and especially the particle ratios equations 7 and 8, are applicable to jets in &N collision as well. 
The corresponding two particle correlation for e+ + e-4 hl+h2 + X 10 are given in the 
Thus once again from ratios of K/rr one could determine a.
Similarly we can also consider the two particle inclusive reaction: Y+Y -) hl + h2 + X. The resulting probabilities for these are given in the 
